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Abstract

During the last 500 ka the San Andreas fault within the San Gorgonio Pass region has
been active along three different fault configurations; the Mission Creek fault
configuration (>500 kya), the Mill Creek fault configuration (500-125 kya), and the
present day fault configuration (< 125 kya). Three-dimensional numerical models are
used to test the hypothesis that fault systems evolve to increase mechanical efficiency.
The present day model configuration matches geologic slip rate and uplift rate data well,
which supports the utility of numerical modeling for understanding geologic deformation.
Three-dimensional Boundary Element Method simulations of each of the three fault
configurations produce uplift patterns and net-slip that reveal the mechanical efficiency
of the system. Mechanical efficiency increases from the Mission Creek to Mill Creek
fault configuration and decreases from the Mill Creek configuration to the present day
configuration. Strain energy density patterns highlight regions of possible fault
propagation and may be used to predict future fault configurations.

Introduction

How do faults grow and evolve? Why do some faults become abandoned and others
develop?  This question has typically been addressed using the well-established Mohr-
Coulomb criterion for fault development. This criterion is based on empirical data from
laboratory rock failure experiments and has been successfully used to predict fault
growth.  Because the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion is empirical and not based on a
theory of physics, we are uncertain how to apply the criterion to conditions outside of
the lab. For example, the viability of scaling laboratory experiments on small samples up
to the kilometer scale is uncertain. If we can use a fault growth criterion based on
principles of physics, we would be able to predict fault evolution at a variety of spatial
and temporal scales. The San Gorgonio Knot is a portion of the San Andreas fault in
southern California with a complex but distinct record of changing fault geometry. In the
past one million years alone, the active strand of the San Andreas fault through the
restraining bend of the San Bernardino Mountains has changed configuration at least
twice. The most recent of these changes may help us to understand how fault systems
evolve.

Our goal with this work is to gain a better understanding of the fault evolution of the San
Gorgonio knot using Boundary Element Method numerical modeling.  We propose that
fault systems tend to evolve to become more mechanically efficient, decreasing the
work required to accommodate strain (e.g. Cooke and Murphy, 2004; Del Castello and
Cooke, 2007; Olsen et al., 2008). Mechanical efficiency increases when fault surfaces
grind away asperities, become smooth and the fault surfaces slip more easily. If the
fault geometry changes or the tectonic stress field changes, faults may decrease in



efficiency.  In such situations, new faults may propagate to accommodate the elastic
strain energy stored around the older, inefficient faults (e.g. Griffith and Cooke, 2004;
Olsen et al., 2008). To evaluate the mechanical efficiency of the modeled fault system in
the San Bernardino Mountains over the last 500 Ka, we investigate the change in net-
slip, uplift and strain energy density pattern between simulations at different
evolutionary stages. A benefit of this study is the insight provided to seismic hazard
assessment in southern California. The San Gorgonio Pass region is overdue for a
large earthquake (Weldon et al., 2005). A large earthquake on this portion of the San
Andreas fault could be catastrophic to the populated Los Angeles and San Bernardino
areas as well as many other surrounding regions (e.g. Olsen et al., 2008).
Understanding how this complex fault system evolves may aid in the forecasting of
earthquakes. This type of study may also shed light on the mechanism of formation and
evolution of restraining bends in other areas such as the Dead Sea fault zone (e.g.
Gomez et al., 2007).

In this study, we will evaluate the mechanical efficiency of the San Gorgonio Pass
region of the San Andreas fault at various stages in the past 500 Ka. Each modeled
evolutionary stage is created using the southern California Earthquake Center’s
Community Fault Model (CFM; Plesch, 2007). Using this three-dimensional composite
of all active and formerly active fault surfaces in southern California, in conjunction with
the geologic evolution model of Matti and Morton (1993) we create three-dimensional
fault models of the three different fault configurations that have been active within the
San Gorgonio knot over the past 500 ka.

Geologic Background

Uplift of the San Bernardino Mountains

The San Bernardino Mountains have been uplifting for the last few million years (Spotila
et al., 1998). The mountain range is composed of roughly east-west trending, fault
bounded blocks that are larger in the northern portion of the range and decrease in both
size and width closer to the San Andreas fault, which bounds the range to the south
(Spotila et al., 1998). Allen (1957), Nicholson (1996), Spotila et al., (1998), Matti et al.,
(1992), and Yule and Sieh (2003) propose that two opposing thrust faults worked
together to form the San Bernardino pop-up structure; the North Frontal thrust and the
dipping San Andreas fault. The larger northern blocks of San Bernardino Mountains are
uplifted by the North Frontal thrust zone (Figure 3.1; Meisling, 1984; Spotila et al.,
1998), which has been active to varying degrees for at least the past 500 ka. Between
500 Kya and 125 Kya, greatly reduced dip-slip on the North Frontal thrust slowed uplift
rates of the northern San Bernardino Mountain (Meisling, 1984). (U-Th)/He
thermochronology indicates 3-6 km of uplift in the Yucaipa Ridge in the past 1.8 Ma
(Spotila et al., 2001), though this uplift may have either all occurred prior to 1 Mya at a
rate of ~5-7 mm/year or the Yucaipa Ridge may still be uplifting today at much slower
rate (Spotila et al., 2001). Geologic evidence also suggests that the uplift in the Yucaipa
Ridge occurred within the last 1.5 Mya (Yule and Sieh, 2003), and steep, rugged
topography indicates that uplift is still occurring today in the southern most blocks of the



San Bernardino Mountains (e.g. Matti et al., 1992). Spotila et al., (1998) suggest that
the uplift localized north of the Mission Creek strand of the San Andreas in the location
of the Yucaipa Ridge block did not occur at the same rate or in the same time period as
the uplift of the Morongo block located north of the San Gorgonio thrust (Figure 3.1).
The Morongo block, another of the southern San Bernardino blocks, has experienced
only 2 km uplift in the last 2 million years (Spotila et al., 2001).

Present Day Fault Geometry and Slip Rates

The North American/Pacific plate motion is partitioned, for the most part between the
San Andreas and San Jacinto fault systems. The Eastern California Shear Zone and
other secondary faults also accommodate a portion of the overall plate motion. The San
Andreas fault from the northwest to southeast through the San Gorgonio Knot is
comprised of the vertical Mojave segment of the San Andreas, which slips at 24.5 ± 3.5
mm/yr (Weldon and Sieh, 1985) near Cajon Pass where the fault transitions in the sub-
vertical San Bernardino strand of the San Andreas fault (Figure 3.1).  The San
Bernardino strand of the San Andreas fault is the western boundary of a 20-km-wide
restraining bend step over (Figure 3.1). The San Bernardino strand has been active for
the last 125,000 years and has experienced 3 km of horizontal offset (Matti et al., 1985)
giving a time averaged slip rate of 24 mm/yr. Estimates of recent slip rate along the San
Bernardino strand of the San Andreas fault range between 2.6 and 17 mm/yr (Orozco,
2004; McGill et al., 2006; McGill et al., 2007) with slower slip rates to the south.  Though
the San Bernardino strand of the San Andreas fault and the San Gorgonio thrust are
connected at depth, at the surface the San Bernardino strand turns south-west the near
San Gorgonio Canyon and is only indirectly connected with the San Gorgonio thrust via
the southern most tip of the Grady Ranch fault (Figure 3.1; Yule and Sieh, 2003).

The San Gorgonio thrust bounds the restraining bend step-over to the south (Figure 3.1;
Yule and Sieh, 2003). The thrust has a saw-tooth-like geometry (Matti et al., 1985; Matti
and Morton, 1993; Yule and Sieh, 2003). The northwest trending segments are oriented
parallel to the overall plate motion and accommodate right lateral strike-slip, while the
northeast trending segments exhibit reverse slip.  The San Gorgonio thrust formed to
accommodate contraction and uplift associated with the restraining bend in the San
Bernardino Mountain segment of the San Andreas fault (Morton and Matti, 1993). The
thrust fault has a strike-slip rate of 5.8 ± 0.8 mm/yr (Yule et al., 2001) and a reverse-slip
rate of 1.0-1.3 mm/yr (Matti et al., 1992). The eastern tip of the San Gorgonio thrust
connects to the Garnet Hill and Banning strands of the San Andreas fault.

The south dipping North Frontal thrust is another active thrust fault in the region but is
not part of the San Andreas fault.  The North Frontal thrust is located to the north of the
San Gorgonio thrust and has a dip-slip rate of >0.5 mm/yr for the last 2-3 Ma (Spotila
and Sieh, 2000).

The parallel Garnet Hill fault and the Banning strand of the San Andreas fault are
interpreted to merge into one north-dipping fault surface at a depth of 5 km (Figure 3.1;
Yule and Sieh, 2003). Both faults have recent strike-slip rates of less than 1 mm/yr
(Langenheim et al., 2005) though the Banning is a older strand of the San Andreas



which became reactivated with the new Garnet Hill fault in the present day geometry
(Matti and Morton, 1993). Where the Garnet Hill fault/Banning strand of the San
Andreas fault connect with the San Gorgonio thrust the structure dips to the north. The
Garnet Hill fault/Banning strand of the San Andreas becomes increasingly steep to the
southwest and is nearly vertical where the fault merges into the Coachella Valley
segment of the San Andreas fault to the south-west.

The Coachella Valley segment of the San Andreas fault is a relatively straight, sub-
vertical fault that runs along the eastern shore of the Salton Sea (Figure 3.1; Matti and
Morton, 1993).  South of the Indio Hills, where the strike-slip rate on the fault is 9 -15
mm/yr (Behr et al., 2007), the fault bifurcates. The south-western fork transitions into the
active Garnet Hill/Banning fault zone (Yule and Sieh, 2003). The presently active north-
eastern fork, from which the 9-15 mm/yr slip rates is determined, has offset Holocene
alluvium (Matti and Morton, 1993; Behr et al., 2007), though at the northern tip of the
eastern fork, the fault turns west and becomes inactive (Figure 3.1; Matti et al., 1985).
At this location the eastern fork bifurcates again into two formally active main strands of
the San Andreas fault; the Mission Creek strand and the Mill Creek strand.

In the San Gorgonio pass region, the San Jacinto fault is a sub vertical fault that runs
parallel to the San Andreas fault.  The San Jacinto fault formed around 1.5 Mya and is a
series of en echelon faults with no concrete evidence of connection with the San
Andreas fault at the fault’s northern tip (Morton and Matti, 1993).

Eastern California Shear Zone

The Eastern California Shear Zone (ECSZ) is a series of north-south and east-west
trending faults located to the north of the San Gorgonio knot that accommodate around
15% of the Pacific/North American right-lateral plate motion (Figure 3.1; Sieh et al.,
1993). The combined slip rate of the ECSZ is ≤ 6.2 ± 1.9 mm/yr (Oskin et al., 2008).
The faults of the ECSZ were not originally formed in order to accommodate strike-slip
motion as they do now, but instead were formed as normal faults during Miocene
extension in the Basin and Range province (e.g. Oskin et al., 2008). Recent strike-slip
earthquakes that have occurred along the faults of the ECSZ include the Landers
earthquake (Mw 7.3) of 1992 and the Hector Mine earthquake (Mw 7.1) of 1999. The
proximity of the ECSZ to the San Andreas and San Jacinto faults and the shared plate
motion between the fault zones suggest that the ECSZ may play a role in the evolution
of the San Andreas fault.

The Mojave Desert portion of the ECSZ is separated from the northern portion of the
ECSZ by the Garlock fault.  The Garlock fault is a left-lateral strike-slip fault that has
been active for at least the last 2.2 Ma with a slip rate of 0.7 – 9 mm/yr (Clarke et al.,
1984; McGill and Sieh, 1991; McGill and Sieh, 1993) and intersects the San Andreas
fault at the Big Bend (e.g. McGill and Sieh, 1991).  The Mojave Desert portion of the
ECSZ has been actively accommodating right-lateral plate boundary shear for
approximately 10 – 6 Ma (Dokka and Tavis, 1990; Oskin and Iriondo, 2004).



 Chronology of the San Andreas Fault Active Fault Geometry: Past 1 Ma

The Mission Creek strand of the San Andreas fault was the dominant strand of the San
Andreas fault in the San Gorgonio Pass region during the majority of the Pliocene and
accommodated 89 km of right lateral slip. This yields a time averaged strike-slip rate of
24.5 mm/yr. In the early Quaternary, two major complexities were introduced that
changed the dynamics of the system; the San Jacinto fault and the San Gorgonio thrust
(Figure 3.1).  After around 2.5 Mya the Mission Creek fault, which was straight at this
point, begins to bend to the west and by 1.2 Mya strike-slip had substantially slowed in
the area of the San Gorgonio knot and the Mission Creek fault has a 60-70 _ north-dip
(Matti and Morton, 1993, Langenheim et al., 2005). Decreased strike-slip along the now
curved Mission Creek strand of the San Andreas was followed by the fault’s
abandonment around 500 Kya and the birth of the straighter Mill Creek strand of the
San Andreas fault (Matti and Morton, 1993; Matti et al., 1985, Langenheim et a., 2005).
The trace of the vertical Mill Creek strand of the San Andreas extends 60 km from the
bend in the Mission Creek fault to the San Bernardino strand of the San Andreas fault
(Figure 3.1). The Mill Creek strand slipped 8 km over 375 Ky with a time averaged slip
rate of 22.4 mm/yr, before the Mill Creek strand was abandoned around 125 Kya for the
present day San Bernardino and Garnet Hill strands of the San Andreas fault (Matti and
Morton, 1993; Langenheim et al., 2005).

Numerical Investigations

The numerical investigations of this study have two goals. First, WE test that our models
adequately simulate present day deformation, for which WE have the most geologic
data.  Once confident the models can simulate deformation of the southern San
Andreas, WE evaluate the transitions in fault geometry of San Andreas fault during the
last 500 Ky of evolution. Starting with the abandonment of the Mission creek strand, WE
investigate the evolution of the fault system’s mechanical efficiency.

We use Poly3D, a Boundary Element Method (BEM) modeling code to simulate
deformation along the faults of the San Gorgonio knot. The triangular elements of
Poly3D can replicate the three-dimensional geometry of intersecting irregular fault
surfaces more precisely then rectangular elements.  BEM only requires the
discretization of fault surfaces while the Finite Element Method requires discretization of
the whole volume. Minimizing discretization decreases model building and run time as
well as discretization error (Crouch and Starfield, 1990). Poly3D has been successfully
used to model crustal deformation associated with complex fault systems (e.g. Pollard
et al., 2002; Muller and Aydin, 2003; Griffith and Cooke 2004; Griffith and Cooke, 2005;
Olson and Cooke, 2005; Cooke and Marshall, 2006; Marshall et al., 2008).

For the material properties of this model, WE prescribe a Poisson’s Ratio of 0.25 and a
Young’s Modulus of 30 GPa to the model half space. These parameters represent an
average of the different rocks types in the San Gorgonio Pass region. WE insert a
broad, horizontal detachment at a depth of 35 km to serve as the base of crust (Figure
3.2). This depth is chosen to match the imaged depth of the Mohorovic discontinuity in



this region (Magistrale et al., 2000). The horizontal detachment is allowed to slip freely,
simulating, to the first order, the distributed deformation expected below ~25 km in this
region. The fault surfaces from the CFM are extended through the crust to the horizontal
detachment. To simulate the regional deformation, WE prescribe an overall N52˚W, 45
mm/yr right-lateral displacement onto the outer edges of the detachment to mimic plate
motion (e.g. Bennett et al., 1999). The edges of the detachment are far from the San
Gorgonio Pass study area in each direction to minimize edge effects (>300 km). If faults
extend to the edge of the model, the distal tips are also assigned a strike-slip rate
(Figure 3.2). This prescribed strike-slip along the fault tips is used to simulate infinitely
long faults within this finite model. All faults and the detachment are prescribed zero
opening in the normal direction to insure the faults do not open or interpenetrate and are
shear-traction free, allowing the faults to slip freely in response to the prescribed
displacement and interact with each other. By dictating that the faults be weak in shear
throughout the brittle crust, our geologic models simulate the cumulative interseismic
and coseismic deformation within the time modeled. The simulated time for each model
is arbitrarily 1000 years. Because the models are elastic, the same geologic slip rate will
result from any modeled length of time. The results of three-dimensional models of
active faulting above a deep-seated horizontal detachment match well the geologic
deformation in southern California (Cooke and Marshall, 2006; Marshall et al., 2008;
Meigs et al, 2008).

Present Day Model Validation

Dair and Cooke (2009) show that a three-dimensional model that contains only the
present day San Andreas and San Jacinto faults matches well the geologic slip rates
along the San Andreas fault.  In this study, we have added a number of active
secondary faults including the Mojave Desert section of the ECSZ.  evolution models,
WE want to be sure this new present day model also matches the geologic slip rate and
uplift data for the region. Model strike-slip rates along several faults are compared with
geologically observed and interpreted strike-slip rates (Figure 3.3). For segments of the
San Andreas that have parallel strands, the strike slip along both stands is summed in
Figure 3.3.  Additionally, the strike-slip rate along the eastern branch of the northern fork
of the Coachella Valley segment of the San Andreas fault, separate from the western
fork, is shown for comparison to the geologic slip rate collected along that strand.

 Variations in strike-slip rate due to addition of secondary faults occur at the southern tip
of the San Bernardino strand, the San Gorgonio thrust, the Garnet Hill faultand the
Coachella Valley Segment. The addition of secondary faults decreases strike-slip along
the San Gorgonio thrust by ~ 5 mm/yr (Figure 3.3). The slower strike-slip along the San
Gorgonio thrust falls below the range of the geologic slip rate (Yule et a., 2001), while
the lower strike-slip along the San Bernardino strand of the San Andreas fault at Burro
Flats (Orozco, 2004) fits the geologic slip rate better. The decrease in strike-slip along
both the San Bernardino strand and the San Gorgonio thrust fault could be caused by
the incomplete connection of the San Gorgonio thrust to the San Bernardino strand of
the San Andreas fault. Previous models by Dair and Cooke (2009) considered these
faults fully connected while here, the faults are only connected below 4.5 km. By
disconnecting these two faults at the surface as the geology indicates, these models are



able to more accurately simulate local uplift. When the San Bernardino strand and the
San Gorgonio thrust are connect at the surface of the Earth in the model including
secondary faults, the western portion of the San Gorgonio thrust acts as a normal fault
instead of a thrust fault as mapped.

With the addition of secondary faults, the combined strike-slip from the parallel Garnet
Hill fault and Banning strand of the San Andreas fault increases from west to east along
the structure. At the western end of the Garnet Hill fault and Banning strand, the strike-
slip rate is decreased by ~5 mm/yr with the addition of secondary faults, whereas on the
eastern end of the structure, the strike-slip rate is similar to the model of Dair and Cooke
(2009). The decrease in net-slip along this structure may have to do with reduced slip
rates along the San Bernardino strand and the San Gorgonio thrust.  The large jump in
strike-slip rate south of the Garnet Hill fault arises from the presence of the fork of the
northern Coachella Valley segment of the San Andreas fault. The Garnet Hill fault is
only directly connected to the western branch of the fork and not the eastern branch,
which creates a sharp change in strike-slip rate. The strike-slip along the western
branch of the northern Coachella strand of the San Andreas matches the lower end of
the slip rate range determined by Behr et al 2007.

The modeled strike-slip rate distribution at the Earth’s surface of the San Jacinto fault
decreases with addition of secondary faults (Figure. 3); however, neither the model with
only primary faults nor the model with secondary faults matches the available geologic
slip rates (Figure 3.3). The mismatch of slip rates along the modeled San Jacinto fault
may have to do with the over simplification of the highly echelon geometry of the San
Jacinto fault in our models.

We also investigate surface distributions of strike-slip rate at the Earth’s surface along a
few of the secondary faults in the model (Figure 3.3). The modeled strike-slip rate
distribution along the Garlock fault matches 4 of 7 geologic slip rate sites at the specific
study locations, and nearly fits 5 of 7 sites (Figure 3.3). The modeled strike-slip rate
distribution of the Blackwater, Calico, and Hidalgo faults fit only one geologic slip rate
range out of three, but comes close to a second (Figure 3.3). Along the Helendale
South fault, the geologic model strike-slip distribution at the Earth’s surface fits the one
geologic strike-slip rate range.

The modeled dip-slip rates at the Earth’s surface along the San Gorgonio thrust (0.08 -
6.51 mm/yr reverse slip) overlaps with the geologic dip-slip rate (1.0-1.3 mm/yr; Matti at
al., 1992).  The model surface dip-slip along the North Frontal thrust (1.26-3.54 mm/yr)
fits the geologic reverse slip rate of >0.5 mm/yr, though this geologic range is broad
(Spotila and Sieh, 2000).

The modeled present day uplift rates also fit well within thermochronomeric uplift rates
(Figure 3.4; Spotila et al., 2001). The modeled uplift from the Yucaipa Ridge fits within
the 1-7 mm/yr range (Figure 3.4). The present day modeled Morongo block uplift also
fits within thermochronometric uplift of ~1 mm/yr (Figure 3.4; Spotila et al., 2001).
Temporal and spatial variations in uplift will be discussed further below.



Though the fit to geologic data is not exact within complex locations along the San
Andreas fault and the other secondary faults, We believe the overall fit and trend in
strike-slip rates and uplift pattern at the Earth’s surface accurately capture the majority
of the fault deformation and indicates that these models can be considered useful tools
in the analysis of the fault system.

Assessment of Mechanical Efficiency

Working under the assumptions that fault systems evolve to become more mechanically
efficient, we are able to investigate the evolution of the fault system over the past 1 Ma
by analyzing the mechanical efficiency of each different active fault geometry (Del
Castello and Cooke, 2007). Cooke and Murphy (2004) show that the mechanical work
budget of a fault system can be calculated as:

      Wsystem = Wgravity + Winternal +Wfriction + Wseismic +Wpropagation               (Eq.1)
The total deformational work of a fault system, Wsystem, includes work against gravity,
Wgravity, internal work of deformation, Winternal, work against frictional sliding, Wfriction,
released seismic energy, Wseismic, and fault initiation and propagation energy, Wpropagation.
Some of these work are stored in the system, (e.g. Wgravity and Winternal), while others are
lost to the system. Wseismic produces seismic radiation energy that is lost to the system
as ground shaking.

The most efficient fault system minimizes the total stored energy by transferring this
work to Wseismic via fault slip.  With this work lost, such fault systems will require less
total work to accommodate future deformation than an inefficient fault system that
produce no earthquakes. Consequently, fault systems evolve to maximize Wseismic,
which requires maximizing slip. By maximizing slip along the faults, the system expends
less energy deforming the surrounding rock (Winternal), meaning that the system is more
mechanically efficient. With increased uplift, the fault system does more work against
gravity and is therefore less mechanically efficient. The three-dimensional numerical
models used in this study do not incorporate propagation due to limitations of the
modeling code. Instead of examining work explicitly WE assess the mechanical
efficiency of the models using uplift and slip as proxies for work against gravity and
internal work.

Evolution Model Set-Up

Using the chronology of the San Bernardino Mountains segment of the San Andreas
fault and the CFM, we created three-dimensional models of three distinct fault
configurations of San Andreas fault evolution (Matti and Morton, 1993; Langenheim el
al., 2005). Each fault configuration contains the San Andreas from the Mojave Desert
segment to the Coachella Valley segment as well as a simplified version of the San
Jacinto fault (Figure 3.1; Figure 3.5). Each model configuration also contains the active
secondary faults in the area of the San Gorgonio Pass (Figure 3.5) as well as the
Mojave Desert section of the ECSZ. The difference between each of the three evolution
models is the main strand of the San Andreas fault within the San Bernardino Mountain
segment. The first model configuration is that of the San Andreas > 500 Kya when the
kinked and north dipping Mission Creek strand was active (Figure 3.5 A and B).  The



second model represents between 500 and 125 Kya when the Mill Creek strand of the
San Andreas was the main active strand (Figure 3.5 C).  In the present day
configuration, the Mill Creek strand of the San Andreas is abandoned for the San
Bernardino strand, the Garnet Hill fault/Banning strand, and the eastern most portion of
the San Gorgonio thrust (Figure 3.5D).

Modeled Average Net-slip

The average net-slip rate per km2 of fault surface of the whole system provides an
overall assessment of the efficiency of the fault system. The modeled average net-slip
increases by 48.3 % from the Mission Creek configuration to the Mill Creek
configuration (Figure 3.6). The average net-slip decreases by 3.1 % from the Mill Creek
configuration to the present day configuration. The net average slip of the entire system
suggests that the Mill Creek configuration has the greatest mechanical efficiency. The
Mission creek and present day configurations have less net-slip along fault surfaces
than the Mill Creek configuration and consequently produce more off fault deformation.

To elucidate the cause for the change in overall net-slip from one model configuration to
the next, we analyze slip rates on secondary faults. For this analysis, we exclude faults
that either accommodate less than 1 mm/yr of net-slip in any one model configuration or
show less than 0.25 mm/yr change in net-slip between two or more fault configurations
(Figure 3.7). For example, though the Garlock and Camp Rock faults both
accommodate greater than 3 mm/yr of net-slip in each model, the slip rates on these
faults do not change significantly from one model to the next and therefore do not reveal
changes in overall net-slip rate.  The net-slip of several faults, including faults of the
Eastern California Shear Zone, Blue Cut, San Andreas fault and North Frontal thrust is
sensitive to model configuration.

The modeled weighted average slip on the faults of the ECSZ increase from 1.09 mm/yr
in the Mill Creek configuration to 1.16 mm/yr in the present day configuration. This
suggests that geologic slip rates measured over 500 Kya would be slower than present-
day rates. Oskin et al., (2008) indicate that geodetically inferred slip rates along the
ECSZ (12 ± 2 mm/yr) measured over the past 5-10 years are presently twice that of the
accumulated slip rate of the shear zone since the Miocene (≤ 6.2 ± 1.9 mm/yr).
Variations in slip partitioning related to changing San Andreas fault geometry could
account for some of the discrepancy between time averaged geologic slip rates and
geodetic slip rates.

The Blue Cut fault is highly sensitive to active fault configuration. The left-lateral Blue
Cut fault has a greater slip in the Mill Creek configuration than in either the Mission
Creek or present day configurations (Figure 3.7).  The increased net slip along the San
Andreas during the Mill Creek configuration may facilitate slip along the Blue Cut fault.

The North Frontal Thrust and East North Frontal Thrust experience the most dip-slip in
the Mission creek configuration (Figure 3.7). The dip-slip on the North Frontal Thrust
decreases during the time of the Mill Creek strand of the San Andreas fault and
increases from the Mill Creek configuration to the present day configuration, but does



not reach the same level of activity as the Mission Creek configuration. The north-
dipping strands of the active San Andreas fault during the Mission Creek and present-
day configurations may act in concert with the south- dipping North Frontal Thrust to
facilitate uplift of the San Bernardino Mountains. Consequently, when the vertical Mill
Creak strand is active, dip slip along the North Frontal thrust may decrease because the
south-dipping fault is not so effective an accommodating local contraction as when
paired with an active north-dipping fault.  Analysis of the uplift pattern will shed
additional insight into the shifting activity of these faults.

Modeled Uplift Pattern

The modeled uplift rate maps show a distinct change in vertical deformation between
the Mission Creek configuration and the Mill Creek configuration (Figure 3.8).  During
the modeled active period for the Mission Creek strand of the San Andreas fault, a
maximum uplift rate of 5 mm/yr occurs in the area of the Yucaipa Ridge block in the
Southern San Bernardino Mountains (square in Figure 3.8). The area of the San
Bernardino Basin experiences a maximum down-drop rate greater than 2 mm/yr during
the Mission Creek model. The range between maximum uplift and down-drop rates
decreases in the Mill Creek model to around -1 to 1 mm/yr (Figure 3.8).  While the uplift
rates of the modeled San Bernardino Mountains are spatially variable in the Mission
Creek configuration, the variation of uplift is much less throughout the San Bernardino
Mountains in the Mill Creek configuration. The reduction in uplift rates in the Mill Creek
model may arise because the south-dipping North Frontal thrust is not able to act in
concert with a north-dipping strand of the San Andreas fault to uplift the mountains. The
vertical Mill Creek strand is not as effective at uplifting the range as the north-dipping
San Gorgonio thrust but because the Mill Creek strand has greater slip net-slip, the San
Gogonio thrust not active enough to uplift mountains.

Within the present day model, uplift rates in the northern San Bernardino Mountains
increase from the Mill Creek model (Figure 3.8). Two specific areas in the southern
SBMs show increased uplift in the present day configuration. The sliver of land between
the Banning strand and the Garnet Hill fault uplifts because the two faults merge at
depth in the region; the land between them is squeezed up like a watermelon seed. The
second area of uplift is located just north of the eastern most portion of the San
Gorgonio thrust, which is part of the Morongo block (circle in Figure 3.8). The Morongo
block does not uplift in these models until the present day configuration when both the
San Gorgonio thrust and the north dipping Garnet Hill fault, which underlie the block,
are active.

Uplift analysis

Our models show temporal and spatial variations in mountain range uplift rates that are
related to the changing fault geometry during the evolution of the San Andreas fault.
These temporal/spatial variations in the modeled uplift results reproduce the slower
overall geologic rate of exhumation of the Morongo block as compared to the Yucaipa
block. While the north dipping Mission Creek strand of the SAF is active, the dipping
geometry facilitates uplift in the Yucaipa Ridge block area. The area of the Morongo



block does not uplift until activity starts on the Garnet Hill fault and the San Gorgonio
thrust, which underlie this block. Slowed dip-slip on the North Frontal thrust during the
time of the active Mill Creek strand indicates a lull in uplift during the Mill Creek model,
as compared to the Mission Creek and present day configuration models, though uplift
never stops completely.

In addition to calculating uplift rates at specific configurations modeled, we can time-
average the uplift rates from each configuration for comparison with
thremochoronometric uplift rates. The time averaged modeled uplift rate of the western
portion of the Yucaipa Ridge block is 3.5 mm/yr for the last 1.8 Ma (Figure 3.8). This
modeled slip rates fit with in the time-average geologic uplift rates of 1.7- 3.3 mm/year
(Spotila et al., 2001), when the time bias towards the Mission Creek configuration is
taken into account. The time averaged modeled uplift rate for the Morongo block is -0.2
mm/yr for the last 2 million years (Figure 3.8), which does not fit well within the ~1
mm/yr geologic time averaged rate (Spotila et al., 2001).  When looking at these
numbers it is necessary to understand that the time averaged uplift rates from the
models are highly sensitive to small changes in the Mission Creek configutation uplift
rates do to the significantly longer amount of time that is allotted the Mission Creek
deformation in this comparison with geologic time averages from Spotila et al., (2001).
The Morongo block is down dropping in the Mission Creek model configuration by ~0.6
mm/yr. If no uplift or down drop were happening the modeled time averaged uplift rate
would be positive and come much closer to matching that of Spotila et al., (2001).

Using uplift as a proxy for work against gravity we can say that the decrease in work
against gravity from the Mission Creek model, with an average uplift of 0.39 mm/yr, to
the Mill Creek model, with an average uplift of 0.36 mm/yr indicates an increase in
mechanical efficiency of the system.  An increase in uplift between the Mill Creek and
present day (0.37 mm/yr average uplift) geometries indicates a decrease in the
mechanical efficiency of the system. The areas with high uplift rate, in the Mission
Creek and present day configurations correspond with proximity to two dipping faults
indicating, again, that the geometry of the fault surfaces in the San Gorgonio Pass
controls the uplift pattern.  In both the Mission Creek and present day configurations,
less net-slip occurs along the San Andreas fault and slip is instead transferred to
secondary structures including dip-slip on the North Frontal thrust.

Strain Energy Density Predicts Fracture Propagation

Strain Energy Density (SED) is the elastic strain energy that is stored within the host
rock (Jeager and Cook, 1976).  Areas of high SED in a host rock are areas of high
stress that experience inelastic deformation, such as micro cracks. Though our models
do not allow fault propagation, SED can be used to predict areas of inelastic
deformation and fault propagation (Du and Aydin, 1993; Okubo and Shultz, 2005; e.g.
Cooke and Kameda, 2002; Olson and Cooke, 2005). Olson and Cooke (2005) show
that the, strain energy density pattern of a fault system is more reliable than using either
energy release rate or Navier-Coulomb stress for characterizing and predicting fault
propagation path.



Areas of high SED are produced at the Earth’s surface in each of the modeled fault
configurations (Figure 3.9). The areas of high SED may indicate locations of new fault
development. Within the model high SED can be locally associated with element nodes
so WE focus our anylysis on areas of broad high SED.  A broad area of high SED is
associated with the northern tip of the San Jacinto fault in all model configurations. In
the Mission creek configuration, high SED is also associated with the kink in the San
Andreas fault (labeled 1 in Figure 9A) as well as between the North Frontal thrust and
the San Andreas fault (labeled 2 in Figure 9A). Within the Mill Creek configuration,
areas of high SED occur between the Mill Creek strand of the SAF and the San
Gorgonio thrust (labeled 3 in Figure 9A) as well as between the eastern tip of the San
Gorgonio thrust and the tip of the Western fork of the Coachella Valley segment of the
SAF (labeled 4 in Figure 9B). The Mill Creek model does not have high SED between
the North Frontal thrust and the San Andreas fault as did the Mission Creek model. In
the present day configuration, high SED occurs between the active San Gorgonio thrust
and Garnet Hill fault and the inactive Mill Creek fault (Figure 9C).  The high SED within
the San Bernardino Basin forms a solid band along the San Bernardino strand of the
San Andreas fault and merges with the high SED north of the San Gorgonio thrust. High
SED also occurs south of the North Frontal thrust in the present day model but not to
the extent of that in the Mission Creek model (Figure 3.9).

Strain Energy Density Analysis

The SED associated with the kink in the Mission Creek configuration highlights the
region of the Mill Creek strand formation (1 on Figure 3.9). The Mill Creek strand
propagated though the high SED produced by the Mission Creek configuration and
reduced the SED high in the area of the former fault kink as well as the SED high south
of the North Frontal thrust (2 on Figure 3.9).

The propagation of the San Bernardino strand of the San Andreas in the present day
model occurs within the high SED area north of the San Gorgonio thrust in the Mill
Creek configuration (3 on Figure 3.9). Similarly, the Garnet Hill fault develops within the
area of high SED at the tip of the western branch of the Coachella Valley segment of
the San Andreas fault along the inactive, preexisting Banning strand of the San Andreas
fault (4 on Figure 3.9).

Though the propagation of these two new faults suggest that areas of high SED
facilitate fault propagation, the SED in the present day configuration is much greater
then the SED in the Mill Creek configuration.  Higher average SED in the present day
model (9.5E-5 MPa) as compared to the Mill Creek model (7.7E-5 MPa) may be due to
the preexisting San Gorgonio thrust that connects the San Bernardino strand and the
Garnet Hill fault. Complexity is added to the system when the San Bernardino strand of
the San Andreas fault and the Garnet Hill fault intersect the preexisting San Gorgonio
thrust. This complexity increases the average SED in the present day model. Had the
San Gorgonio thrust not existed already the San Bernardino strand/Garnet Hill fault
connection may have been smoother causing the SED in the present day model to be
less than that of the Mill Creek model.



Discussion and Implications

Bennett et al., (2004) suggest that the range in the geology slip rate data implies a
switch in the partitioning of plate motion between the San Andreas fault and the San
Jacinto fault in the last 1000 Ky, where the San Jacinto fault slips at a higher rate than
the San Andreas fault before 125 Kya.  Although Bennett et al., (2004) do not consider
that slip rates may vary along the faults, a factor that could muddy their interpretation of
the geologic data, the idea of temporal trade-offs between fault systems has captured
much interest in the community.  Though our models have higher strike slip along the
San Andreas than along the San Jacinto fault, strike-slip rates along the San Jacinto
fault increase when and where strike-slip rates decrease on the San Andreas fault. In
the more geometrically complex models (i.e. Mission Creek and present day), strike-slip
increases on the San Jacinto fault and strike-slip decreases on the San Andreas fault
compared to the Mill Creek model. Because our boundary conditions apply 10 mm/yr
and 25 mm/yr to the south edges of the San Jacinto fault and San Andreas fault
respectively in all models, any changes in slip are due to change in fault geometry and
not tectonic boundary conditions. These boundary conditions, which simulate the
present day fault system, may also prevent our models from having greater slip on the
San Jacinto than the San Andreas fault as suggested by Bennett et al., (2004).
Changes in the tectonic boundary conditions for the Mission and Mill Creek
configurations could alter the slip partitioning along the San Andreas and San Jacinto
faults, but such changes are not represented in these models.

The increase in net-slip and the decrease in uplift from the Mission Creek configuration
to the Mill Creek configuration suggests that from 500 Kya to 125 Kya the San Andreas
fault evolved to increase mechanical efficiency. The decrease in mechanical efficiency
from Mill Creek to present day may indicate either that the model neglects some aspect
of that deformation or that the fault system does not evolve to become more efficient.

Missing Aspect

While this study suggests that the San Andreas fault has evolved to become less
mechanically efficient from the Mill Creek to the present day configuration, these models
do not include frictional resistance along the fault surfaces, which could alter slip
distribution and the work budget. The trend of the Mill Creek strand of the San Andreas
fault changes along strike and the northern portion of the fault strand trends obliquely to
the regional plate motion (Figure 3.10).  The San Bernardino strand and the Garnet Hill
fault within the present day configuration may be more favorably oriented for strike-slip
because they deviate only 12-15˚ from the plate motion rather than 23˚ for the northern
Mill Creek strand. With the inclusion of frictional resistance in the model, the present
day configuration may be more mechanically efficient than the Mill Creek configuration if
the northern Mill Creek experiences a large amount of frictional resistance. In models of
fault development in accretionary wedges, Del Castello and Cooke (2007) show that
new forethrusts are more efficient than continued roof thrusting even though the fore
thrusts produce greater internal work; the work savings of lesser frictional heating
compensates for the increase in internal work. For the San Andreas fault, less frictional



heating along more favorably oriented fault in the present day model may compensate
for the greater internal work accumulated (as evidenced by greater SED in Figure 3.9)
compared to the Mill Creek model.

Conclusion

Three-dimensional models accurately simulate deformation along faults of the region.
The main strand of the San Andreas fault in the San Gorgonio knot has changed twice
in the last 500 ka. Using three-dimensional numerical modeling to analyze mechanical
efficiency WE have discovered the final stage of fault evolution in this area does not
evolve to minimize the total work of the fault system. Mechanic efficiency increases from
the Mission Creek configuration to the Mill Creek configuration, but decreases from the
Mill Creek configuration to the present day configuration, as indicated by changes in
uplift and net-slip.



Figure 3.1. Area maps of the San Bernardino Mountain segment of the San Andreas
fault in southern California.The dashed lines indicate faults with no surface trace. Black dots indicate
locations of geologic slip rate studies used in model validation. Site 1, Cajon Pass– Weldon and Sieh,
1985; site 2, Badger Canyon– McGill, 2007; site 3, Plunge Creek- McGill et al., 2006; site 4, Burro Flats –
Orozco, 2004; site 5, Yule et al., 2001; site 6 - Behr et al., 2007; site 7 - Kendrick et al., 2002; site 8 -
Rockwell et al., 1990 and Rockwell, 2006, site 9, 10 and 13– Clarke et al., 1984, site 11, 12 and 14 –
McGill and Sieh, 1991, site 15- McGill and Sieh, 1993, site 16- Oskin and Iriondo, 2004, site 17- Oskin et
al., 2007, site 18 and 19- Dokka 1983 and Dokka and Travis, 1990. A) contains all of the faults modeled
in this study including the Eastern California Shear Zone, which includes all fault from Helendale South
eastward. B) shows a close up of the San Bernardino Mountain area and the different fault strands that
have been active in the last 500 Ky (modified from Matti et al. 1992).



             

Figure 3.2. A schematic drawing of the loading of the models. The edges of the 35 km deep detachment
as well as the distal tips of the primary faults have prescribed slip. The slip on the detachment is
decreased incrementally as each section nears the strike-slip fault until slip on the section adjacent to the
fault matches the prescribed slip on the fault tip. Most slip is prescribe on the eastern edge of the
detachment than the western edge due to the plate bounding slip partitioned onto the Eastern California
Shear Zone located to the north east of the San Bernardino Mountain segment of the San Andreas fault.
In the center of the model, all faults slip and interact in response to the loading at the edges of the
detachment.



Figure 3.3. The modeled strike-slip distribution along the San Andreas fault (A), and San Jacinto fault (B)
at the Earth’s surface from the Cajon Pass to the Indio Hills. Gray boxes are geologic observed and
interpreted strike-slip rate ranges at distinct sites along each fault. The San Andreas and the San Jacinto
slip distributions from this study are in dark gray and are compared to the slip distributions from Dair and
Cooke (2009) in dotted black. The light gray section of slip distribution along the San Andreas fault is from
the eastern branch of the northern fork of the Coachella Valley segment of the San Andreas fault alone as
discussed in the text.  The modeled surface strike-slip distribution along selected faults in the ECSZ that
have geologic slip rates are also show (Figure 3.1); the Garlock fault (C), the Black Water and Calico-
Hidalgo faults (D), and the Helendale South faults.



Figure 3.4. Geologic versus Modeled uplift rates. The open and closed squares the locations of
thermochronometry done by Spotila et al., (2001) discussed in text. The closed square location has an

uplift rate of 1-7 mm/yr (~1.4 – 1.7 Ma) in the Yucaipa Ridge block. The open square location has a time
averaged uplift rate of ~1 mm/yr. Both modeled uplift rates match geologic uplift data.



Figure 3.5. The fault configurations taken from the
CFM and extended to 35 km depth.
A) Shows the entire Mission Creek Configuration.
The black box shows each configuration close up;
B) Mission Creek Configuration, C) Mill Creek
configuration and, D) present. The faults are color
shaded to a depth of 35 km from red to blue. SJF =
San Jacinto fault, MisC = Mission Creek Strand of
SAF, MilC = Mill Creek strand of the SAF, SB =
San Bernardino strand of the SAF, SG = San
Gorgonio thrust, GH = Garnet Hill fault, HS =
Helendale South, LL = Lenwood-Lockhart, GHH =
Gravel Hill- Harper, BW = Black Water, CR = Camp
Rock, NE = North Emerson, SE = South Emerson,
GL = Galway Lake, P = Paradise, ML = MacClean
Lake, NL = Nelson Lake, CC = Coyote Canyon, BL
= Bicycle Lake, Gs = Goldstone, RP = Red Pass,
MA = Manix-Afton, C = Cady, CL = Coyote Lake,
CH = Calico-Hidalgo, LvL = Lavic Lake, PB =
Pisgah-Bullion, L = Ludlow, PM = Pinto Mountain,
MV = Morongo Valley, JT = Joshua Tree, EP =
Eureka Peak, BM = Burnt Mountain, Cm =
Cucamonga.



                 
Figure 3.6. The weighted average net-slip. The weighted average slip of the entire system for each fault
configuration is shown. The Mission creek has less slip than the Mill creek configuration indicating a
increase in mechanical efficiency. The Mill creek configuration has more slip than the present day
indicating a decrease in mechanical efficiency to present day. The error bars indicate the standard
deviation.

Figure 3.7. Net-slip rates on secondary faults. Faults with more than 1 mm/yr slip in one or more model
configurations and that change slip more then 0.25 mm/yr between two or more model configuations are
shown. The San andreas fault is shown for slip partitioning compairson. The North Frontal thrust and the
left-lateral Blue Cut strike-slip fault show the greatest change between models. The Mission Creek and
present day model seem to accomidate more contraction while the Mill Creek model accomidates
extension.



Figure 3.8. Vertical displacement maps. The A)
Mission Creek, B) Mill Creek, and C) present day
fault geometry configurations are overlain on a
digital elevation map of the San Bernardino
Mountains region. Uplift occurs at much higher rate
in the Mission Creek configuration than the Mill
Creek configuration. Uplift increases from the Mill
Creek configuration to the present day
configuration. The geometry of the fault greatly
influences the uplift patterns. Closed and open
squares represent thermochronometric uplift rate
locations in the Yucaipa Ridge and Morongo blocks
respectively. The modeled uplift rates demonstrate
a spatially and temporally varying fit to the geologic
data.



Figure 3.9. Strain energy density maps for each of
the model configurations. Areas of high strain
energy density are label are numbered the A)
Mission creek model produced two regions of high
SED (1 and 2) that disappear in the B) Mill Creek
model, and may be associated with the propagation
of the new Mill Creek fault. Incipient faults are
shown in dotted lines. Similarly, region 4 in the Mill
Creek configuration disappears with propagation of
the Garnet Hill fault. The C) present day
configuration has greater SED than the previous
configurations. Each models produces an area of
high SED between the north-most tip of the San
Jacinto fault and the San Andreas fault. This might
be relieved if the San Jacinto fault intersected the
San Andreas fault.



Figure 3.10. A comparison of the Mill Creek and present day configuration. The solid gray line is oriented
at N52W, the regional plate motion in the area. The dotted gray lines show the trend of a given fault trace
for comparison to the regional plate motion. The Mill Creek fault has two segments, one is almost exactly
parallel with the regional plate motion and is still active today as the eastern fork of the northern
Coachella Valley segment of the San Andreas fault. The northeast part of the Mill Creek fault trends 23
degrees from the regional plate motion. The San Bernardino segment of the San Andreas fault 15
degrees from the regional plate motion. The Garnet Hill/Banning strand of the San Andreas fault trends
12 degrees form the regional plate motion. Both of the present day San Andreas fault strands are at a
smaller angle to the regional plate motion. This suggests that frictional resistance may be lesser on the
San Bernardino strand and the Garnet Hill/Banning strand than on the Mill Creek strand of the San
Andreas fault and may account for the abandonment of the Mill Creek strand.
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